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Huntsville faces Downbytheseaside in
$738,550 Meadowlands Pace rubber match
By Derick Giwner

Meadowlands Pace Field

The battle for supremacy in the 3-year-old
male pacing division moves to The Meadowlands on Saturday night as two of the top three
contenders will hook up in the $738,550 Meadowlands Pace.
For just over a year, Huntsville and Downbytheseaside have gone head to head. They
were the best 2-year-old pacing colts last
year, with Huntsville taking home Dan Patch
honors as the top dog, and they entered 2017 as
the logical favorites for all of the big dances on
the schedule.
As the scene switches to New Jersey on
Saturday in the third major race for sophomore pacers, the competitors find themselves
battling to see who the No. 1 contender is
behind clear-cut leader Fear The Dragon, who
is skipping the Meadowlands Pace.
Since June of their rookie season, Huntsville and Downbytheseaside have met up
seven times. Each pacer has won thrice, with
Huntsville counting the Breeders Crown and
Downbytheseaside the Governor’s Cup as
their Grand Circuit victories, both in 2016.
They have finished first and second in every
matchup except the 2017 North America Cup
at Mohawk where Fear The Dragon won and
Huntsville finished second ahead of Downbytheseaside.
With the record deadlocked at three wins
apiece and the rivals certain to be the most
popular betting options on the toteboard for the
ninth race showdown, something has to give.
Huntsville comes into the Pace Final off an
easy qualifier-like 1:48 4/5 win in last Saturday’s elimination where the top seven finish-
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HORSE
Blood Line
Mac’s Jackpot
Boogie Shuffle
Huntsville
Downbytheseaside
Miso Fast
Filibuster Hanover
Santafe’s Coach
Classic Pro
Talent Soup

DRIVER
Mark MacDonald
David Miller
Scott Zeron
Tim Tetrick
Brian Sears
Matt Kakaley
Yannick Gingras
Corey Callahan
Trevor Henry
Eric Abbatiello

ODDS
5/1
15/1
30/1
1/1
4/1
10/1
10/1
20/1
15/1
30/1

ers earned a spot on the starting gate this
week, joining Downbytheseaside, Miso Fast
and Classic Pro, who all accepted byes directly
into the Final. The victory afforded Huntsville
a chance to draw for an inside post position
and that was key according to trainer Ray
Schnittker.
“I didn’t want to take the risk of getting stuck
in the 10-hole,” said Schnittker, who sends out
Huntsville from post four as the even money
morning line favorite with driver Tim Tetrick.
“I thought he raced pretty well,” he continued. “He had been off a couple of weeks and
I’m not a training maniac (doesn’t work horses
hard between races). I kind of liked the last 100
feet (of the elimination win) because he was
pacing more there than anywhere during the
mile.”
Perhaps the only negative from the elimination victory was Huntsville’s inability to steer
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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straight during the mile. Driver Tim Tetrick
could visibly be seen grabbing a tight hold of
the left line trying to keep the colt from bearing out.
“He’s not on a line any more than he was
last year or any of his other starts,” said
Schnittker. “I have one tonight (at Pocono
earlier in the week) that is going to be on the
left line on the straightaway and the right
line on the turns. I just deal with it.”
Huntsville will be making his seventh start
of the year in the Final, with four wins and
two seconds on his card for owners Schnittker, Ted Gewertz and Steven Arnold. A placing of fourth or better would move him over
$1,000,000 in career earnings.
Also looking to join the millionaire club
is Downbytheseaside (4-1 m/l). The Brian
Brown trainee is a second-place finish away
from that milestone as he starts from post
five just to the outside of Huntsville with
Brian Sears at the controls.
While the son of Somebeachsomewhere
has picked up five wins in seven starts for
owners Country Club Acres, Joe Sbrocco,
Richard Lomabrdo and Diamond Creek
Racing, things haven’t exactly gone the colt’s
way over the last month.
After winning his North America Cup
elimination, Downbytheseaside brushed
to the front in the fastest half-mile clocking
(52 1/5) in Canadian history before fading
to third. He would come back with a very
impressive elimination victory to advance to
the Max Hempt Final at Pocono, but would
set the pace on a track that was tiring for
early speed and weakened to fifth after leading into the stretch.
“He’s been caught in some bad spots,”
said trainer Brown. “In Pocono he drew the
eight-hole and of all nights it rained. Pocono
is usually a speed track, but he gets parked
almost three wide to the quarter on a sticky
track. On a normal night at Pocono I don’t
think that would have bothered my horse. He
still wouldn’t have won but maybe he would
have been third or fourth if the track wasn’t
sticky. It just kind of wore him out. Plus he
scoped bad that night. He had a lot of mucus.
We weren’t crying or making excuses for
the horse. The trip and everything worked
against him and that’s just the way it goes.”
Downbytheseaside did get a change of
luck when 13 horses entered the Meadowlands Pace elimination. That gave Brown
the chance to give his horse a week off, something the trainer said would clearly benefit
his chances after racing four straight weeks
against the top 3-year-olds in the sport.
Due to the Meadowlands’ rule stating
horses must stay within 150 miles of the
track, Brown has been separated from Downbytheseaside since the Hempt Final on July 1.
Following a couple of days of turn-out time at
David Miller’s farm, he went to White Birch
Farm and is being watched over by trainer
Richard ‘Nifty’ Norman and caretaker Toni
Dale Hollar since Brown is stabled in Ohio.

Huntsville drifted out but easily won his Meadowlands Pace elimination.
“Nifty has been jogging and training him.
It is where I was last year for the Breeders
Crown and for the Rooney (at Yonkers raceway) this year,” said Brown. “Right now we
put flip-flops on because his foot was a little
sore. The next day his foot was better. He’ll
switch back to his normal shoe probably
Tuesday (7/11) and he’ll train, I wouldn’t
say stiff, but he’ll probably train under two
minutes.”
While both Brown and Schnittker voiced
their respect for the competition, the New
York native Schnittker appears to have a bit
more outward confidence.
“I think if everything is equal [Huntsville] is probably the best horse, but that is
why they race them,” said Schnittker, who
clearly has a personal connection to the
Meadowlands Pace. “When I was a kid we
used to drive down from Buffalo to watch the
Meadowlands Pace. I was there when Nihilator and On The Road Again won it. It is probably the most important race for me since I’m
from the New York area.
Brown was a bit more diplomatic in assessing his chief rival.
“If my horse gets a trip, I don’t say he has
to have a perfect trip, but I think with a trip
that benefits him he can win the race. I’m not
going to come out and say I’m going to win,”
said the always affable Brown, who downplayed Huntsville’s tendency to drift out
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during the mile. “Even though he ran out in
the stretch he raced very impressively. Being
on the left line doesn’t bother me as much as
if he was really on the right line. But I’ve only
raced against him and Ray and Timmy know
him better than I do.”
When the gates swing open for the $738,550
Final at 9:40 p.m., Huntsville and Downbytheseaside won’t be the only horses seeking
to take home the 50 percent winner’s share.
Blood Line (post 1, 5/1) will look to better
his elimination runner-up position for the
team of driver Mark MacDonald and trainer
Jimmy Takter. Miso Fast is the only horse to
beat divisional leader Fear The Dragon and
he will look for another upset from post 6 for
Matt Kakaley and trainer Ron Burke, who
also sends out Filibuster Hanover (post 7),
a willing sixth with a 26-second final quarter in his elimination for driver Yannick
Gingras. Both Burke horses are 10-1 on the
morning line.
Regardless of who wins on Saturday, Fear
The Dragon will be waiting at The Meadows
next Saturday for all comers in the Adios
Pace elimination.
Will Huntsville or Downbytheseaside separate themselves from the other this Saturday? If so, can they slay the ‘Dragon’ in the
July 29 Adios final?
The answers to these questions will be
revealed in the coming weeks.

Tweaking the Hall of Fame election process for the better
By Greg Reinhart
When it was announced last week that
Jules Siegel and Margareta WalleniusKleberg were going to appear on the ballot
for induction to the Harness Racing Hall of
Fame for next year, my reaction was mixed.
While both potential inductees are certainly
worthy of inclusion, I wondered why again
no drivers or trainers appeared on the ballot,
which seems to have become a common
occurrence.
After perusing the online Trotting &
Pacing Guide on the USTA website, I found
the lack of trainer and driver nominees even
more curious given the fact that 16 of the top
25 drivers all-time in earnings and 23 of the
top 25 trainers all-time in earnings have not
yet been inducted. Seeing this, I believe that
the limited number of Hall of Fame inductees on a yearly basis is a one of a few easilycorrected negatives that currently exist in
the sport.

Small Number of Inductees
Create Backlog
Writing for Hoofbeats last year, current
United States Harness Writers Association
(USHWA) President Tim Bojarski included a
quote from the Hall of Fame and Museum’s
Elbridge T. Gerry Jr. that said, “Election to
the Harness Racing Hall of Fame is the highest honor that is bestowed by our sport and
enshrinees carry that recognition for the
rest of their life. For nominees to be considered, as (Hall of Famer) Norman Woolworth
so aptly put it, ‘They must jump off the page’
with qualifications. The best way to judge
a person’s eligibility is to ask the question,
‘Has he or she accomplished or contributed
on the same level as those who preceded them
for this highest honor?’”
While I certainly agree with Mr. Gerry
(and Mr. Woolworth) about the need for a
Hall of Famer to be the greatest of the great,
I believe the USHWA Hall of Fame steering
committee has gone too far in limiting the
number of yearly inductees, creating an artificial and unnecessary backlog of deserving
candidates. An easy solution would be to
ensure that at least one driver, a trainer, and
owner or owner/breeder are always present
on the ballot to be voted in. The Pro Football
Hall of Fame accomplishes something similar by always having four to eight inductees
every year, ensuring that players, executives,
and founders always find their way into the
Hall in a timely fashion.
If you look at trainers, since 2010 only
Jimmy Takter has been deemed worthy of
induction through the traditional process
(Bruce Nickells was voted in by the steering
committee’s Veterans provision), despite the
fact that names like Linda Toscano, who could
easily win her second Hambletonian this year
with Walner, Trond Smedshammer, who won
a Trotting Triple Crown, and Blair Burgess,
who also won a Trotting Triple Crown along
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Trainer Ron Burke has yet to get into the Hall of Fame despite having nearly 2,000 more
lifetime wins than his nearest peer and a $60 million lead in career earnings.
with multiple Meadowlands Paces, are not
yet in the Hall of Fame. These names are
just a few examples of having credentials that
certainly “jump off the page,” and could easily
be voted in at any time.
Drivers face a similar hurdle, with only
Dick Stillings, David Miller, and Brian
Sears having found their way into Goshen’s
hallowed hall since 2010. Again, names like
Luc Ouellette, a four-time Meadowlands
driving champion and Driver of the Year in
both the United States and Canada, or George
Brennan, who is one of only seven drivers alltime to have driven the earners of over $160
million and a winner of the Hambletonian
and Oaks in the same year, are on the outside
looking in despite having credentials that
“jump off the page.”
This backlog will only get worse as younger
drivers and trainers whose credentials are
already Hall of Fame-worthy – think Yannick
Gingras, Tim Tetrick, Ron Burke, Casie Coleman, and the like - approach possible inductions as well. Time will tell, but ensuring
that at least one member from each group is
on the finalist ballot every year will go a long
way to solving it.

Further Transparency Needed
Former USHWA President Moira Fanning
described the process for appearing on the
ballot, which was created this year, as, “A
Hall of Fame committee that selected 20 Hallworthy people with standardized bios and
achievements. The chapters could pick from
them up to two people and if they pick two
they could add a third of their own choosing.”
That is a well-thought-out process that

I believe works well, but an extra layer of
transparency for the general harness racing
public would be to release the 20 names as
“finalists,” and then at a later date they could
be voted on with the percentages released as
well. I would liken it to what the Baseball Hall
of Fame does, with an initial group of finalists
disseminated, and then following the vote, the
total votes and percentages that each finalist
received from members of the Baseball Writers’ Association of America are released as
well. That way all of us could see who is being
considered and how close they are.

Fan Input Would Be Welcome
If you’re not a member of an USHWA chapter, the only way to currently have your voice
heard about a potential nominee is to contact
someone who is a member and have them do
it on your behalf. I believe that the Canadian
Horse Racing Hall of Fame is way ahead of
its southern counterpart here as they allow
any member of the general public to send in a
name (and biographical/statistical information) for debate by their induction committee.
The Pro Football Hall of Fame also has this
provision, and while Fanning says a more
fan-friendly option has been discussed without being implemented, I think it would be
a new way to hear about potential inductees
that could have slipped through the cracks.
Those are just three things that came to
my mind about the current state of the Hall
of Fame and USHWA’s stewardship of inductees. I think that for the most part it’s handled
very well and with the care and respect it
needs, but with these issues fixed, I think it
could be even better.

Marion Marauder tops busy Meadowlands Pace Night for Zeron
By Jay Bergman
The pressure may be off to some degree
for Scott Zeron. Having successfully piloted
Marion Marauder to a Triple Crown in
2016, it’s hard to say anything the horse
does this year can match. Actually, coming
off a major victory in last week’s Graduate
series finale at The Meadowlands, Zeron
would appear to be in a good spot to cash
in with Marion Marauder in the $458,750
Hambletonian Maturity, his strongest
mount on the stakes-filled Meadowlands
Saturday card.
“He’s gotten smarter this year,” said
Zeron of Marion Marauder. “Last year he
would wait on horses if he got to the front.
Now if I tell him to go, he goes.”
Zeron has only sat behind Marion
Marauder twice this year but both were
victories and now the 4-year-old son of
Muscle Hill gets to race once more against
his own aged group.
“I certainly think he’s good enough to
go with the older horses,” said Zeron. “I’m
happy he got to start the year off racing his
own age group.”
Marion Marauder is the likely odds-on
favorite from post three in the eighth race
of 13 on Saturday’s card.
Zeron gets his stakes action underway in
the fourth race, second Del Miller division

for 3-year-old trotting fillies. He’ll drive the
lightly raced but exceedingly fast Checkmate Time (post 6) in the $125,250 contest. “I
was very happy with the way she qualified
both times. Last year she was like a loose
cannon,” Zeron said of Checkmate Time. “I
think the connections made the right move
putting her in with these.”
Checkmate Time is a homebred daughter
of Muscle Hill trained by Dennis A. Laterza.
Awash will have Zeron’s services in the
$165,700 Mistletoe Shalee for sophomore
filly pacers. “She dug in late to get the job
done at Pocono,” said Zeron, referring to
the 1:51 4/5 victory. “She’s going to have to
improve a couple of seconds and I’ll try to
put her in position.”
Awash did land the inside slot in a sevenfilly field that has Idyllic Beach (post 3) and
Agent Q (post 6) as the likely favorites.
Annette Lorentzon named Zeron to drive
Earn Your Wings (post 5) in a $30,000 leg of
the Miss Versatility, race six on the card. “I
drove her in the first heat of the Futurity
last year at The Red Mile but booked off
her for the final,” said Zeron of Earn Your
Wings.
It’s always nice to win the Meadowlands
Pace when you have the chance, but Zeron’s
in need of a major turnaround if Boogie
Shuffle (post 3) is to capture the $738,550
event. “I wish I could say there have been

excuses but I can’t,” Zeron said bluntly of
the Well Said-sired gelding. “Last year he
was right with the top ones going in (1):49
and change and he hasn’t been able to do
that yet. I’m hoping for a big turnaround.”
With Huntsville (Post 4) and Downbytheseaside (post 5) in the race, the chances
appear slim.
Zeron had a choice of two in the $427,400
William Haughton Memorial final, race
10 on the card at a mile and one eighth
distance. “I decided to go with Bettor’s
Edge because of the added distance and the
field size,” said Zeron. “Lyons Snyder just
didn’t relax for me last week when I took Dr
J Hanover’s cover. The 8-year-old Bettor’s
Edge is approaching $2 million in career
earnings and took a 1:48 2/5 season’s best
effort two starts back at The Meadowlands.
Zeron closes out his stakes engagements
with Call Me Queen Be (post 3) in the
$201,000 Golden Girls, also at the added
distance. “She can leave with the starting gate,” said Zeron of the Ross Crogantrained filly. “She was coming off sickness
and I thought it would be better to take her
off the gate last week. “
With Lady Shadow landing post 10, Zeron
thought that his mare could be in the right
spot turning for home. “Everyone knows
that Lady Shadow bears out in the stretch, I
like to be behind her,” Zeron said.

Pure Country attempts to beat the ‘Shadow’ in $201K Golden Girls
By Derick Giwner
Months before stakes racing commenced
in 2017, harness enthusiasts around the world
could dream about the potential for a seasonlong battle in the older pacing mare division
between reigning queen Lady Shadow and an
influx of fresh 4-year-olds coming off spectacular sophomore campaigns. Despite the
ingredients being in place for great racing,
Lady Shadow has dominated as last year’s
3-year-old filly champion Pure Country has
failed to make an impact.
Perhaps that is all about to change on
Saturday as 11 of the finest mares hook up
in the $201,000 Golden Girls at The Meadowlands as part of a stakes-filled card that gets
underway at 6:30 p.m.
Lady Shadow is of course in the field as
she tries to extend her unbeaten streak to
six to start the year. Already a winner in
the $150,000 Betsy Ross at Harrah’s Philadelphia and the $266,450 Roses Are Red final at
Mohawk, driver Yannick Gingras will have
to overcome post 10 to win, but with the race
scheduled as a 1-1/8 mile event, he’ll have an
extra eight-of-a-mile straightaway to utilize
her early speed.
“It definitely makes it a little easier because
of the long run to the first turn and knowing
the extra distance didn’t bother her last year
is also nice to know,” said Gingras.
If Gingras elects to fire Lady Shadow off
the gate, she could have some company in the
form of Pure Country from post 1. The Jimmy
Takter-trained daughter of Somebeachsomewhere has yet to find the winner’s circle in
four starts this year but is coming off a world
record 1:48 qualifying win with the trainer in
the bike.
“She’s coming off that qualifier, kind of

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

What is the demographic and goal for the
Hall of Fame Ceremony?
It certainly isn’t me or any young fans, and
that’s ok! I’m just a tick over 30 years old and
I’m finally hitting that age where the people
I grew up seeing, watching, mimicking, and
idolizing in every sport are retiring and are
now considered for the Halls of Fame in their
industries.
But still, my childhood deities are just
distant memories compared to the last 10
years as an adult where I can fully comprehend each athlete and their accomplishments. Troy Aikman, Michael Jordan, Greg
Maddux and Mike Lachance were the guys I
watched on TV winning the championships
as a kid . . . and I could tell you only minimal
details on their skills and why they were so
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Lady Shadow and Yannick Gingras must
overcome post 10 in Saturday’s Golden
Girls at The Meadowlands.

impressive,” said owner Adam Bowden of
Diamond Creek Racing. “I think that Jimmy
wanted to wake her up a little bit. She’s had
bad posts and kind of bad trips, but the talent
was always there. That qualifier kind of
showed that. I hope she draws well and gets
put in a position where she can show that high
speed and she can carry it a long way. She’s
shown that she can come a last half in 53 or
faster. She can come first over, she can be on
the lead; she just needs to be in the race early.”

Regular driver Brett Miller is back in the
bike on Saturday, but the decision to have
Takter drive in the qualifier was purposeful.
“I knew (Jimmy) was going to drive her to
kind of shake her up and wake her up,” said
Bowden. “But I don’t think anybody goes
in thinking you’re going to go a 1:48 mile. I
expected she was going to be sub-1:50, but 1:48
is a whole other animal.”
While he would prefer it if she was winning
every week, Bowden has taken the losing in
stride.
“Obviously it’s disappointing after what
she did at 2 and 3, but she’s had tough trips
and she’s been sick most of her starts,
battling something,” said Bowden. “We kind
of got her cleaned up after Canada and she’s
showed that she’s sharp again. I’m anticipating a good second half of the year now.”
The only horse to get within breathing distance of Lady Shadow at the wire
this year is also in the field. Nike Franco
N finished her mile with a 26-second final
quarter to finish a neck shy of Lady Shadow
in a Preferred Handicap prep at The Meadowands last Saturday. She was also second
behind Lady Shadow in the Betsy Ross back
in May.
Although youth is well represented with
seven 4-year-olds in the field, Nike Franco
(post 4), who will be driven by Tim Tetrick, is
a 7-year-old Down Under import with just 45
career starts, which compares quite evenly
against her younger counterparts.
The remainder of the Golden Girls field,
scheduled as race 11 on a 13-race program,
includes: Lyons River Pride (post 2), Call Me
Queen Be (post 3), Penpal (post 5), Rock Me
Baby (post 6), Blue Moon Stride (post 7), Frost
Damage Blues (post 8), Shesjustadelight N
(post 9) and Windsun Glory (post 11).

A Hall of Fame walk down memory lane
dominant. I have no real connection because
I had no real emotions while watching them
win.
As an adult, LeBron James, Tom Brady,
Anderson Silva, and Tim Tetrick are the
guys who I’ve connected to because I can
fully understand the sport and truly admire
their greatness. I watched them climb the
ranks, lose, rebound, win their first championship, defend their championship, stand
atop the mountain!
Now think about when they will get into
the Hall Of Fame, maybe Tetrick over the
next few years, and the other guys probably not for at least 10 years because of the
induction rules. So here I am at 40 years old
before someone who I have a real attachment to FINALLY gets inducted into a Hall of
Fame! After 40, it’ll be year after year where
I can reminisce about each athlete and their
careers. Possibly recall where I was or who I
was with during a game, moment, or series .
. . Good times.
That’s why I ask the question, who is the

Hall of Fame and Ceremony designed for?
Because it’s not kids. They can’t make real
connections with 99% of the people in any
Hall of Fame. Take that kid and watch them
walk the halls 40 years later and they walk
very slowly, remembering, connecting, reliving!
I try to have at least an opinion on whatever
subject is moving through my spectrum, and
the Hall of Fame and its entire process has
made me find all different sides until I really
sat down and thought about it. I thought about
it through the eyes of that kid who’s now 50 or
60 walking through the halls or at the Ceremony reminiscing about their own life and
how that sport connected to them. It’s your
own personal Hall of Fame! Whoever is in or
out, when they got in, who they got in with,
whatever reasons they aren’t in, it’s just a
reflection of your own life mixed with every
emotion possible! I can’t wait for 20 years down
the line when I can walk the Halls and see the
people that I shared events and emotions with
to be honored behind the glass.

ONE NIGHT. ONE PLACE.

THE $700,000 CRAWFORD FARMS MEADOWLANDS PACE
Saturday, July 15 • First Post 6:30 p.m.
The world's fastest 3-year-old pacers take to the
track! Beach towel giveaway, $500 win wager
contest, live music, plus other major stakes races:
$475,000 William Haughton
$400,000 Hambletonian Maturity
$300,000 Stanley Dancer Memorial
$230,000 Golden Girls
$200,000 Del Miller Memorial
$150,000 Mistletoe Shalee

playmeadowlands.com

Revising the 3-year-old stakes schedule
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7

This time last year I wrote a column
regarding the stakes schedule as it pertains
to the 3-year-old pacers. The column focused
on the period from the middle of June
through the end of July and the fact that if a
trainer wanted his horse to race in the North
America Cup, Max Hempt Memorial, Meadowlands Pace and The Adios, he would have
to race his horse eight consecutive weeks.
The point was the vast majority of horses
would not race in each event and thus every
year, at least one race would suffer. This year
that race was The Meadowlands Pace, receiving only 13 declarations.
The irony in that is The Meadowlands Pace
is still the richest race for 3-year-old pacers
on this continent (The North America Cup
carried a purse of $730,000 U.S. dollars, The
Meadowlands Pace is $738,550). In addition, during my time at The Meadowlands,
in an attempt to keep The Meadowlands
Pace at that level, we changed the race from
an early closer to a stake, ensuring more
horses would pay in, while simultaneously
lowering the total payments. If you put your
nose on the gate in The Meadowlands Pace
Final, you pay 20 percent less than you did
five years ago.
The obvious horse that skipped the race,
Fear The Dragon, caused a bit of a whirlwind as his owner, Bruce Trogdon, cited The
Meadowlands’ “150-mile radius” rule as the
deciding factor in that decision. Apparently
we are to believe the leader of the 3-yearold pacing division is skipping the richest
race on the calendar out of spite. However I
believe had Fear The Dragon not had to race
eight straight weeks, radius-rule or not, he
would be competing in The Meadowlands
Pace.
The question is, what can be done to
change this situation? If I were The Meadowlands, I would be increasingly frustrated by
the consistent push-back from many corners
of the industry whenever I tried to do something in the best interest of the sport. There
is no question that when Jeff Gural initially
took over the operations of The Meadowlands, he had far more support from the rest
of the industry than he does now, which is
sad, considering the negative outcome of the
casino referendum last year and the fact that
The Meadowlands team continues to push
forward despite that.
Therefore, I would take a stand. I would
say that this is The Meadowlands Pace. It
is the richest race in U.S. Dollars in North
America for 3-year-old pacers. It is the race
that makes the winner a stallion. It needs
to be on the pedestal it deserves. I would
tell Pocono Downs that The Meadowlands

Pace eliminations will be contested two
weeks after the North America Cup Final,
allowing those who competed in The Cup a
week off before having to race in The Meadowlands Pace. Yes, I am aware that means
The Meadowlands Pace eliminations would
be the night of the Hempt Final. But in fairness, The Meadowlands closes at the beginning of August while Pocono races through
November. Thus, they have more options
for the placement of that race. Therefore,
Pocono Downs can leave the Hempt where it
is on the calendar and go head to head with
The Meadowlands Pace or they can move the
race. Perhaps they can move it to the middle
of August where The Battle of Brandywine
used to be. Or they can move it to Memorial Day weekend, this way there is a week
off between each of the four major races.
Wouldn’t this be an ideal schedule for every
owner and trainer of a stakes-caliber sophomore pacer next year?

May 19 – Max Hempt Eliminations
May 26 – Max Hempt Final
June 9 – North America Cup Eliminations
June 16 – North America Cup Final
June 30 – Meadowlands Pace Eliminations
July 7 – Meadowlands Pace Final
July 21 – Adios Eliminations
July 28 – Adios Final
If there is a conflict with a Sire Stake somewhere in that schedule, move the Sire Stake
division between the race dates, providing a
trainer the option of racing between one of
the major stakes.
By doing this it ensures the following:
1) More nominations to each of the races,
because it is far more practical to race in all
four.
2) More declarations to each of the races,
for the same reason.
3) Helps ensure the health of the horses
competing by providing them with some time
off between the races.
4) Racetracks will have worked together
to do something that is in the best interest
of each other, horsemen and the industry as
a whole, which is desperately needed within
harness racing.
What I listed above doesn’t even involve
much sacrifice by any party. Pocono can still
have their Sun Stakes program, just race it
on Memorial Day weekend instead. There
is no reason why The Hempt, Beal, Lynch or
Franklin can’t be placed there. The Meadowlands Pace card gets moved up a week.
Mohawk and The Meadows see no impact
whatsoever.
This is a prime example of something that
is far easier to “fix” than people lead you
to believe. It just requires a level-headed
conversation amongst the interested parties.
Maybe if that can happen here, it could lead
to more synergy moving forward as well.

news briefs
$224,190 Carryover at Hawthorne
After months of build-up, Hawthorne
has announced it will offer a mandatory
payout of the daily Jackpot Hi-5 wager
on Saturday (7/15) night.
The pool, which begins at $224,190,
will be guaranteed at $500,000 as part of
the United States Trotting Association’s
Strategic Wagering Program.
The bet requires bettors to correctly
select the first five finishers in the tenth
race on the program.
Free Harness Eye past performances
for the Jackpot wager and the late pick
four can be found here.
Post time for the Jackpot race is scheduled for approximately 11:45 p.m. E.D.T.

Done Well shines in PASS action
Three $50,000-plus divisions of of the
Pennsylvania Sire Stakes for 2-yearold colt pacers were offered on Thursday afternoon at Harrah’s Philadelphia with some talented youngsters on
display.
The most impressive of the trio was
clearly Done Well, a Well Said-sired colt
sent out by Brian Brown. After watching from fourth behind a contested
early pace, Done Well was sent to the
outside as the 6-5 favorite by driver Tim
Tetrick and engaged the pacesetting
Decoy around the final turn. As the field
straightened away for the stretch, Done
Well sprinted away from the field with
a 28-second final quarter to win by 3-1/4
lengths in 1:51 2/5.
Done Well is now perfect in two career
starts.
From a time perspective, Wild Bill
checked in second among the three Sire
Stakes winners with a 1:52 3/5 victory.
Nutcracker Sweet was used to the
front past the quarter in 27 1/5 and he
had no answers when Wild Bill came to
call approaching the third call. Driver
Scott Zeron asked Wild Bill for speed
and he powered away quickly and easily
held Nutcracker Sweet at bay by just
under two lengths.
Ray Schnittker trains the undefeated
Wild Bill (two-for-two), who paid $4.60 to
win.
The first of the three divisions
featured Pro Beach, a $475,000 Lexington Selexted yearling purchase and full
brother to top pacing mare Darlinonthebeach.
Pro Beach set fractions of 28, 57 3/5
and 1:25 2/5 en route to a 1:53 3/5 noselong victory over This Is The Plan while
under a heavy late drive from Yannick
Gingras.
Trained by Jimmy Takter, Pro Beach
paid $3.20 while scoring in his first
career start.

Ryder is riding high with Springsteen in $110K Sheppard final
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Trainer Chris Ryder is hoping for a renaissance of sorts in his freshman class this year.
Ryder went to the yearling sales in 2000 and
came away with an astonishing pair of colts
in McArdle and Art Major. Last year Ryder
went shopping again and the results in 2017
could find him hitting the mark once again.
The pari-mutuel debut of Springsteen,
an $18,000 purchase from the Brittany
Farms consignment at last year’s Lexington
auction, in one of three Sheppard eliminations at Yonkers Raceway was as impressive
as a colt could be. Though finishing second,
the Rock N Roll Heaven-sired colt showed
instant acceleration at the start, managed to
get shuffled to third and somehow took the
lead in the stretch only to be caught late in a
1:54 4/5 mile by Kwik Talkin.
“He’s got some go to him,” said Ryder on
Tuesday as he prepared for this Saturday’s
$110,500 final.
“I spoke with Jason (Bartlett) last night
and he’s definitely going with him,” Ryder
said, with Yonkers’ leading pilot having a
choice of three in the eight-horse field.
For Ryder, like many conditioners, there’s
a need to spend a lot of time looking at yearling sales without purchasing. Budget has its
constraints but preferences for certain bloodlines tend to point in the right direction.
In the case of Springsteen, his dam American Charm just happens to be a half-sister to
the aforementioned Art Major, a superstar
racehorse first for Ryder as a juvenile and
then later on for the Bill Robinson stable.
That Ryder was able to bring him home at the
price he did could have had something to do
with Springsteen being a late foal and a bit
undersized.
“Art Major was a bit small too but he grew
into a very big horse by the time he was 5,”
said Ryder.
Though inexpensive at the sale, Ryder
liked what he had from the first time he sat
behind the yearling in 2016. “He’s been good
from the start. I’ve staked him up pretty
good,” said Ryder. In additions to the Sheppard and New York Sire Stakes, Springsteen
is also eligible to the lucrative Metro and the
stakes in Lexington later this fall.
First on the agenda is the Sheppard and
while Springsteen’s efforts surprised some,
Ryder was not among those. That’s because
Springsteen had showed incredibly high
speed in his first qualifier, a 1:56 mile with a
55 1/5 back half at Harrah’s Philadelphia on
June 13. Two weeks later he didn’t seem to
have the same firepower, finishing fourth in
a 1:55 2/5 mile.
“That was my fault,” said Ryder. “He tied
up on me, it’s something that runs in the

Derick Giwner

Trainer Chris Ryder sends out
Springsteen from post 1 in Saturday’s
Sheppard final at Yonkers Raceway.

family and I should have known it.”
Indeed Ryder should know it very well
since it was the same issue that held back Art
Major in 2002 as a 3-year-old and still residing in Ryder’s stable.
“I couldn’t get Art Major to go early in his
3-year-old season,” said Ryder. “It turned
out that he was tying up. I guess Robinson
figured that part out.”
In last week’s trial Ryder drove the colt
again and said that he had a bit of trouble on
the final turn. “When I popped the earplugs I
had a little trouble with him but he straightened out and paced home,” Ryder said. That
he finished his mile in 27 3/5 after racing
hard without cover through the final turn,
suggests there is substantial talent in a colt
that is obviously still learning.
It’s still early to say it’s déjà vu all over
again for Ryder, but he also has a freshman
with a close relationship to McArdle named
I’m A Big Deal that could be making some
noise later this season. The Somebeachsomewhere colt was a $300,000 purchase last year
and made his baby race debut at The Meadowlands last Saturday.
“He’s been a little slower coming around,”
said Ryder, “But I like the way he’s progress-

ing. He’s staked to everything.”
I’m A Big Deal is the first foal from Big
McDeal, the richest filly McArdle has
produced as a stallion, with $818K in lifetime
earnings.
I’m A Big Deal finished third closing well
and pacing in 1:54 4/5 in his first trip behind
the starting gate. That once stood for something, but in today’s advanced age it’s just
the beginning for what Ryder hopes will be a
steady advance towards stakes-horse speed.
Selecting the right yearling plays an integral role in this sport and in 2000 Ryder was
fortunate enough to pluck McArdle for $32,000
and Art Major for $65,000. The two combined
for over $5.1 million in career earnings and
both have gone on to solid stud careers.
“I would say I was 100 percent behind the
selection of McArdle and probably 50/50 with
Art Major,” said Ryder, recalling the sales.
“With Art Major the owners had his full
brother and wanted me to look at him.”
Owners didn’t flock to Ryder years later
when he tagged Springsteen in Lexington
last fall. Interest could rise considerably
with a quality effort in Saturday’s Sheppard
Finale.
JAYWALKING: Great families sometimes
go dormant for a long time before resurfacing. It was uncanny the way the immediate
family of 1995 Horse of the Year C R Kay
Suzie came to life with three impressive
miles this past weekend. First on Friday
Julie Miller’s imported Tuonoblu Rex took
a career best 1:51 mark winning the feature
at The Meadowlands with her husband Andy
in the bike. The Cantab Hall-sired 5-year-old
is out of the Lindy Lane mare Eternity Rex,
she the second foal from C R Kay Suzie. On
Saturday Rod Allen, current owner and the
driver behind C R Kay Suzie during her brilliant career, returned to the Meadowlands
winner’s circle with the improving Dream
Baby Dream, a Muscle Hill-sired sophomore
filly from I Believe, she too a daughter of C R
Kay Suzie. Dream Baby Dream captured the
Mary Reynolds Stake in 1:52 3/5 equaling her
granddams mark taken some 21 years ago.
The trifecta was completed on Sunday night
when Dover Dan, C R Kay Suzie’s 3-year-old
of 2017, captured a division of the Pennsylvania All Stars at The Downs at Mohegan Sun
Pocono.

Insider selections for the stakes on Meadowlands Pace night

GARNET
BARNSDALE

JAY
BERGMAN

Ariana G
Magic Presto
Dream Baby Dream

Magic Presto
Ariana G
Dream Baby Dream

Walner
Devious Man
Bill’s Man

JEREMEY
DAY

MATT
ROSE

DARIN
ZOCCALI

Dream Baby Dream
Ariana G
Ice Attraction

Ariana G
Southwind Avanti
Dream Baby Dream

Ariana G
Magic Presto
Sunshine Delight

Walner
Devious Man
Sortie

Walner
King On The Hill
Bill’s Man

Devious Man
Walner
Sortie

Devious Man
Walner
King On The Hill

That’s All Moni
Glitzey Gal
Feed Your Head

Overdraft Volo
Glitzey Gal
Thats All Moni

Thats All Moni
Glitzey Gal
Evelyn

Glitzey Gal
Thats All Moni
Overdraft Volo

Thats All Moni
Glitzey Gal
Overdraft Volo

$165,700
mistletoe shalee

Agent Q
Someomensomewhere
Idyllic Beach

Idyllic Beach
Agent Q
Awash

Agent Q
Brazuca
Idyllic Beach

Idyllic Beach
Agent Q
Someomensomewhere

Idyllic Beach
Agent Q
Brazuca

$458,750
hambo maturity

Marion Marauder
Dayson
Cufflink Hanover

Marion Marauder
Dayson
Celebrity Eventsy

Marion Marauder
Trolley
Cufflink Hanover

Marion Marauder
Dayson
Trolley

Marion Marauder
Celebrity Eventsy
Trolley

$738,550
meadowlands pace

Huntsville
Downbytheseaside
Filibuster Hanover

Downbytheseaside
Huntsville
Filibuster Hanover

Filibuster Hanover
Huntsville
Blood Line

Huntsville
Downbytheseaside
Miso Fast

Downbytheseaside
Huntsville
Miso Fast

All Bets Off
Boston Red Rocks
Check Six

Mel Mara
All Bets Off
Boston Red Rocks

Rock N Roll World
Clear Vision
Dealt A Winner

All Bets Off
Mel Mara
Sunfire Blue Chip

All Bets Off
Clear Vision
Mel Mara

Pure Country
Lady Shadow
Nike Franco N

Lady Shadow
Call Me Queen Be
Penpal

Nike Franco N
Pure Country
Lady Shadow

Lady Shadow
Blue Moon Stride
Pure Country

Nike Franco N
Lady Shadow
Pure Country

What The Hill
Long Tom
Shake It Off Lindy

What The Hill
Long Tom
Such An Angel

What The Hill
Long Tom
Rubio

Long Tom
Rubio
Such An Angel

Long Tom
What The Hill
Rubio

WALNER is quite
simply a generational horse who
has the potential
to go down as one
of the greatest
ever. After last
week’s effortless
1:51 1/5 win, I
can’t see him getting beat here.

With just
4-year-olds to
beat MARION
MARAUDER figures to dominate.
Triple Crown
champ was effortless winning from
a tougher spot in
the Graduate. This
looks even easier.

AGENT Q The
3-year-old filly
can win on the
lead or from off
the pace and
appears to be getting stronger with
every start.

HUNTSVILLE had
a perfect tune-up
in last week’s
Pace elimination.
Anything close to
his “A’ game and
he will handle
these.

MARION
MARAUDER
Triple Crown Winner looks like a
complete standout
and is another
league compared
to the rest of this
group. I will be
shocked if he
loses this race.

$125,250
del miller
$159,000
stanley dancer
$125,250
del miller

$427,400
haughton
$201,000
golden girls
$161,500
stanley dancer
BEST BET

CLICK HERE FOR
DERICK GIWNER’S
FREE FULL CARD
ANALYSIS

Weekend Stakes Spotlight
yonkers (7:10 P.M.)
$110,500 Sheppard Final--2yoPC (Race 6)
Featuring: Kwik Talkin, Trump Nation

Meadowlands (6:30 P.M.)
$125,250 Del Miller--3yoFT (Races 1 & 4)
Featuring: Ariana G (Race 1)
$30,000 Miss Versatility--MT (Races 2 & 6)
Featuring: Hannelore Hanover (Race 2)

Derick Giwner & Matt Rose discuss Saturday’s
$75,000 guaranteed late pick four from The
Meadowlands.

Friday, July 14

$159,000/$161,500 Stanley Dancer--3yoT (Races 3 & 12)
Featuring: Walner, Devious Man (Race 3);
Long Tom (Race 12)
$165,700 Mistletoe Shalee--3yoFP (Race 5)
Featuring: Agent Q
$458,750 Hambletonian Maturity--4yo (Race 8)
Featuring: Marion Marauder
$738,550 Meadowlands Pace--3yo (Race 9)
Featuring: Huntsville, Downbytheseaside

scioto (6:30 p.m.)

$427,400 William Haughton--OP (Race 10)
Featuring: All Bets Off, Mel Mara

Ohio Sire Stakes--3yoFT (Races 2 & 3)

$201,000 Golden Girls--MP (Race 11)
Featuring: Pure Country, Lady Shadow, Nike Franco N

yonkers (7:10 P.m.)
NY Sire Stakes--3yoFP (Races 5-7)
Featuring: Tequila Monday (Race 5); Clear Idea (Race 7)

meadowlands (7:15 p.m.)

Sunday, July 16
buffalo (12:30 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes for 3yoCT (Races 2,3 & 5)
Featuring: Walk From Heaven (Race 5)

NJ Sire Stakes--2yos (NB 1-3 & Race 1)

Saturday, July 15
the meadows (1:05 p.m.)
PA Sire Stakes--2yoCP (Races 1,3,4,8)
Featuring: What’s The Word (Race 1); Maxus (Race 8)

hoosier (6:30 P.M.)
Indiana Sire Stakes--2yoCT (Race 11)
Featuring: Skyway Torpedo

Monday, July 17
monticello (12:50 P.M.)
PA Sire Stakes for 3yoCT (Races 1,6 & 8)
Featuring: Guardian Angel As (Race 6);
Stick With Me Kid (Race 8)

Tuesday, July 18
PASS at Pocono and The Meadows; OHSS at Scioto
(All post times are E.D.T.)

